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with cheat engine you can do things like change your stats, change your classes, change your
weapon types, change your class, change your character's sex, and change your class. for example,
if you want to change your classes you can use cheat engine to get the correct data from your
memory. in this example we will change a players classes to wizards. instead of having to use
menu's to change your classes, you can change the data directly from your memory. let's start by
entering cheat engine. go to file > open memory to select your memory dump and then press open.
you should have the default memory dump. now, go to memory > memory scan. press start and
wait for cheat engine to scan your memory. this should take about a minute. when cheat engine has
finished scanning your memory, it should open up with your memory dump. in the top left of the
window there is a button titled view memory. click this button and then click edit to bring up the edit
menu. from this menu you can select any of the following options: i hope you enjoy this new cheat
engine. and make sure you subscribe to my youtube channel for more content like this. cheat engine
is a really cool feature that will make your state of decay 2 experience that much better. thank you
for reading! if you force him into the party via save editing or cheat engine and switch chapters
(either through chapter selection or through playing), the game will force reds level to 35 on easy
and normal mode, and 50 on hard mode, and his stats will change accordingly. however, it does not
overwrite the exp he has gained, and he will level up or down to the appropriate level to his exp
amount after a single enemy is defeated. if you are not forcing him into the party when he shouldnt
be, you will never notice this.
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as i don't personally have a way to run the exe file..i have not tested this. i don't know how to test it
(does someone else know how to test the cheat engine files?) but if it doesn't work, it probably won't
work. the way it works is, when you enter this cheat into the console, you are going to be asked to

start cheat.conf. this is the file that is used to change the code in cheat engine and in the game
itself. however, for this to work, you need to use cheats. cheat engine looks for cheats in the folder
that has cheats.conf in it. if you do not have cheats.conf, you can do this by adding a folder to the

directory where the cheat engine is located. it needs to be placed right next to the cheat engine. this
is not as easy as it seems. if you add the folder to the directory like i did, the folder is added to the
path. if you then type in cheats.conf into the console, it'll say that it could not find the cheats.conf

file. this is because of where you added the folder. so, you have to add a folder to the directory and
then copy the cheats.conf into the folder. then, instead of adding the folder to the path, you need to
add cheats.conf to the folder. this is just a step-by-step example, and it is not explained very well,
but it's really really easy. it's also tricky to do. it's best to just get it done before you do anything.

note that if you try to use it, you will notice that some areas are not working, but this is because of
why i said to use cheats. you would not know if it worked, without cheat engine. i've never heard of
this before! i thought that cheat engine was used to get items that were already in the game. are
you sure it's valid? it looks like it's an easter egg. in any case, it probably won't work on the same

game i have. it looks like it might be related to, if not actually using cheats. i've never heard of cheat
engine being used for cheats, though. 5ec8ef588b
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